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YEAR 8 STEM WORKSHOP WITH SHELL

30 Students from Year 8 were selected to participate in an Engineering workshop in association with Shell on
Tuesday 25 September 2018 .
The STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Maths) based workshop provided every student with the
opportunity to create a mini electric car and understand the principles of Engineering. Additionally, the
session was also packed with careers information and inspirational films, as well as the prospect of working
with engineers within industry.
Each workshop was:
•
•
•
•

Facilitated by an Engineer & STEM expert
An opportunity to explore concepts in Physics, Technology and Engineering
A chance to gain careers information linked to Engineering
Supported with all equipment required, including mini electric cars
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MESSAGE FROM HEADTEACHER
Dear parents, carers and members of the community,
I hope you and your children have had a good start to the
academic year.
We have received a lot of good news about the school’s
performance in the past month. A government department which
measures the progress which a school’s students make in
comparison with similar schools put us in the top grade out of
ten, quite an accolade. The performance measures which look at
“value-added” in the main qualifications have us above average
at GCSE and well above average at A level. We don’t go big
on statistics here, we’re not a “data-driven” school, but measures
like this do at least reassure us and I hope they reassure you too.
All of this information will, of course, be published in the school
league tables in due course.
This term I am working as Headteacher part-time and am sharing the leadership of the school with
Ms Regan, Head of School for Kingsbury site, the upper school, and Mr McLean, Head of School for
Tylers Croft, the lower school. Mr McLean and Ms Regan each have full authority to act as
Headteacher of the school. Requests to meet with the Headteacher should be addressed to
Ms Regan or Mr McLean, according to the site on which your son or daughter is based.
I hope your family has an enjoyable half term holiday.
Happy Diwali.

KHS AND GRANGE HILL
KHS was excited to welcome the BBC and some of the original cast of Grange Hill back to celebrate
40 years of Grange Hill.
Staff and students might have changed, but the building might still look very familiar to those that
followed the show.
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YEAR 12 INDUCTION DAY

Year 12 started with an inspiring talk from a former student who now works as Head of Events for the
largest event management company in Europe.
His tips were: be nice and polite (employers want this); work hard at getting the grades (it will be
needed to get you an interview); and learn your craft (if you have an interest or career in mind).
Then students chose their extra-curricular opportunities followed by talking with alumni about careers.
Year 12 enjoyed the leadership training along with registering with Unifrog to research university
courses and Pathways CTM for career opportunities and apprenticeships.
KHS Sixth Form achieved 61% A*-B in 2018 so our A level results were outstanding for the 3rd year
running. Biology and Chemistry achieved over 70% A*-B which the medical students were pleased to
know. Our Sixth Form is rated in the top 10% nationally: so students have joined a successful centre.
We welcomed over thirty new students to the Sixth Form from other centres which has significantly
increased from 2017. Over 60% of Year 11 enrolled with us and nearly all of our top students at GCSE
decided to stay with us. With four students securing Oxbridge places and three off to Medical school,
students were assured they can get top grades at KHS as well as experience an amazing
extra-curricular package.
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SSP GIRLS ACTIVE CLUB NIGHT
On Wednesday 12 September SSP had their first
‘Girls Active’ extra-curricular club night at KHS.
Students in Year 5 & 6 from Oliver Goldsmith,
Kingsbury Green, Fryent & Roe Green primary
schools came to the Upper School site to take part
in various sporting activities such as football, netball
& cricket.
We have a team of ‘Girls Active’ leaders in Year 6
who worked together to promote the club in their
schools by leading assemblies and making posters
to advertise it.
The activities were then led by their mentors - a
mixture of our Year 10 and 13 students. The club is
running every Wednesday until the 10 October and
there will be a variety of activities for the girls to try
each week.

SIXTH FORM YOUTH
RADICALISATION SEMINAR VISIT

On Wednesday 10th October 6 Sixth Form students attended a seminar at Brent Civic Centre on
Youth Radicalisation.
The students got the opportunity to hear a serving US Ambassador speak to them about the US
political system before they attended workshops on various issues such as radicalisation, online
grooming and the role of the media since 9/11. At the end of the day there was a Q & A session,
where KHS students excelled and were commended by the panel for the depth and value of their
questions					
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YEAR 7 WOODROW HOUSE 2018

This term, the Year 7 students visited Woodrow House in Amersham either for a three day residential
or day trip during our Excel Days.
The reason behind having two Excel Days close to each other is to allow both halves of Year 7 to visit
Woodrow House and enjoy the experience whilst getting to know their peers.
The students took part in a variety of team building activities with the aim of promoting the school’s
‘PRIDE’ ethos through outdoor activities, team building challenges and work specifically designed
to create coherent teams. Students develop qualities and skills which can help them move forward
positively in all areas of school life.
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FAMILY AND FRIENDS CONCERT

Our first Music concert of the Year was a highly successful Friends and Family Concert held on
Thursday 11th October.
We had a range of performances from soloists which included among other instruments piano,
guitar, dhol and vocals followed by great excitement in the room when a band also stepped up onto
the stage for their first ever performance. The quality of all of the performances was outstanding,
our best Friends and Family Concert to date.
Please join us on Thursday 13th December for the Winter Concert
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We warmly welcome you to The Kingsbury Agenda, a new section of the school newsletter, which is
run by Year 13 Sixth Formers- Jumana and Livya. To briefly introduce ourselves and what we would
include in this section, we both take English Language as an A level and our interest in it has led us to
request for a section in the newsletter. In addition, we also wanted to use this opportunity to discuss
general topics usually related to the school from the student perspective or even just interesting ideas
we would like to share with you. We hope this section interests you and serves of use to you.

On this term’s agenda:
The Year 9 Mock elections
On Excel Day of the 2nd of October 2018, a mock election took place for the Year 9 students where
Sixth Form students took the role of party candidates. There was a candidate for the Labour Party,
Green Party, Conservative Party, Liberal Democratic Party, UKIP Party, Women’s Equality Party and
the newly represented London Independence Party.
The purpose of the mock elections was not only to give the students a taste of voting for the future but
also to highlight, currently, the lack of votes proposed by the youth. It is emphasised to the students
that the senior citizens are more likely to vote than younger people. Those aged 21-35 who said they
cared which party won the election has dropped from 74% in 1992 to 56% in 2015. At the same time,
however, the figure for those aged 66-80 has risen slightly, and now stands at 81%. This indicates that
the senior citizens’ beliefs are what directs the country and therefore decides the future of the youth.
The status quo itself portrays the outcome of the votes of the general election in 2015. The current
government is under conservative regime largely because it resembles the overall conservative view
of the elders since just 43% of 18-24-year-olds went to the polls, compared with 78% of people aged
65 or over. The results of the election would most likely differ if the votes of younger people increased.
Society would not be running in accordance to just the seniors’ views, which could be unbeneficial to
the youth. After all the future is the young. Therefore, it is extremely important that the youth
understand how effective and essential their vote is, especially for constructing their future and life. As
a result, the Year 9 Mock Elections served as an eye-opener for the upcoming generation.
The turnout of the EU referendum would also be in antithesis if more young people voted. Only 36%
of 18-24 year olds voted in the referendum and given that most of them voted remain, the UK would
still be in the EU today if the young people used their rights and voice effectively. After all, the
younger a person is, the more they stand to gain or lose from the Brexit vote, by virtue of their longer
life expectancies. Subsequently, because of the scarcity of young people votes, we are forced to
survive the consequences of Brexit. This needs to change- our voice has to be heard.
The day started off with half of the Year 9 students coming into the hall where each Sixth Form
candidate had the chance to introduce their party’s policies and convince the Year 9 students to vote
for them through a concise and simplified speech. After each candidate had their say, the students
dispersed into their classrooms where the candidates would visit to answer any questions or to
reinforce their assets. Eventually each class would go to the library (polling station) where they would
select the party they want to vote for and insert the slip into the ballot box. This was then repeated for
the other half of the year group during the other half of the day.
.
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Generally, this experience was very stimulating and productive. The year 9 students seemed very
captivated during the speeches as they were very expressive. They showed interest through interrogating and challenging candidates and were able to use their voice to raise social problems.
This event was really insightful as it taught the students about real life elections and how they are
carried out. This way they have an idea for what is about to come in the future.
Additionally, the Sixth Formers also found this beneficial as we learnt more about the UK’s system
and had a great time trying to influence the year 9 students.
The outcome of the Mock Election suggested that the Labour Party, as usual, is the most common
choice amongst young people, which implies that the government in charge at the moment would
be different if more young people voted and used their right for granted.
Hopefully, the amount of votes in the real election next time amongst young people will be higher
because it is essential that we get to influence our future.
We hope this first article from us has been interesting and informative and thank you for reading
The Kingsbury Agenda.
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SCHOOL SPORT PARTNERSHIP
NEWS
PRIMARY NETWORK EVENT
Last week we had 26 Primary PE Leads from across Brent join us for a YST delivered course. This
was a CPD opportunity for them to understand their role, learn the current situation in Brent in
comparison to areas in the UK and make plans on how to become more active schools. Even
network meetings can be active.
The same leaders then also supported a Year 1 Festival involving a total of 180 young people from
St Robert Southwell, Fryent and Oliver Goldsmith and the Year 2 festival hosted 210 young people
from Kingsbury Green, St Robert Southwell, Fryent and Oliver Goldsmith.

SECONDARY NETWORK EVENT
Secondary School PE departments from across Brent came together to plan this year’s competition
calendar and meet new staff members. We were lucky enough to be joined by a local volleyball club
who are offering opportunities for school students outside of school.

Y3/4 KWIK CRICKET
A new addition to our competition calendar this year got the year off to a good start. 20 young people
from 2 schools learnt new cricket skills and then played a friendly mini competition. Schools targeted
individuals who are least active and/or do not get the opportunity to represent school teams. They all
had a great time and are looking forward to the next competition.

Y5/6
MULTI SPORTS
FESTIVAL

This took place at St Joseph’s. 70 young
people worked on improving their skills and
knowledge on seated volleyball and cricket
delivered by Middlesex. Participants came
together to play a game in both sports to finish
the afternoon.

Y5/6 TAG RUGBY
FESTIVAL
8 teams from across Brent work with
Kingsbury Leaders trained by Saracens to
develop their Rugby Skill at Kilburn Cosmos
RFU. 82 students got the opportunity to play
friendly games against each other officiated
by our leaders.

We have revamped our Sporting Spirit award
so that teams now nominate other teams who
have shown teamwork, respect, passion,
honesty and self-belief throughout the
competition. The School to win this award for
this competition was St Jospehs. They will go
through and represent Brent at the London
Youth Games in the Tag Rugby Megafest.
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KHS ALUMNI INTERVIEW
NICK MALEY
1.My favourite memory of my days at KHS
Playing the lead in the school play
Androcles and the Lion.
2.Since leaving KHS I did…
A lot...
1965: Left the school
1967: First professional Make-up
Supervisor job at the Royal Albert Hall
(whilst still studying at Harrow College)
1968: Started teaching Stage Make-up
at the Drama annex of Middlesex
University and 4 other Drama Schools
1969: Started working in movies at
MGM-British Studios, Borehamwood. First movie was JULIUS CAESAR starring Charlton Heston
1972: Started painting portraits while struggling to establish myself in the film industry
1973: Contributed to 007 - THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN GUN with Roger Moore
1976: Started to specialize in special make-up (prosthetics) and creature effects building creatures
for Mos Eisley on STAR WARS episode IV
1977: Worked SINBAD AND THE EYE OF THE TIGER with legendary Ray Harryhausen
1978: Married in 1978 to actress Gloria Walker
1979: Was involved in the development of movie animatronics in Britain with the creation of Yoda
and other creatures for THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK, SW Ep V.
1979: Contributed the ghosts in the ballroom sequence in THE SHINING with Jack Nicholson
1980: Wrote the schlock horror sci-fi movie INSEMINOID with my wife Gloria
1981: Was nominated for an Emmy for my make-up on Sir Anthony Hopkins as THE
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
1981: Designed all the prosthetic and creature FX for KRULL and got my first front titles movie credit
1983: Destroyed London in the cult zombie movie LIFEFORCE, re-writing several creature FX
sequences (with the screenwriter of ALIEN, Dan O’Bannon) winning the Saturn Award for Special
Effects)
1984: Designed the creature effects for Duran Duran’s Grammy winning video WILDBOYS and the
ARENA video album
1985: Beheaded Sean Connery and others, designed the Quickening as Storyboard Supervisor and
masterminded the prosthetics for HIGHLANDER
In all I contributed to 54 movies
1985: Moved to the Caribbean and started sailing and spent a year cruising on my first yacht “Quick
Getaway”
1986: Returned to painting, trying to recapture the spirit of the previous year, at sea and ashore
1987: Opened The Island Arts Galleries as an outlet for my paintings at The St James Club and
Heritage Quay Duty Free Centre, Antigua
1998: Was recognized by Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines as a tourist highlight when they began
recommending passengers visit my gallery which they described as “the most unique store in the
Caribbean”. Since then we have also been recommended on Celebrity, Princess, Disney,
Norwegian, Crystal, Sun, Costa, Cunard, P&O, Holland America and Carnival Cruise Lines
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1989: Organized The Island Arts Quest (largest international Caribbean art competition in 35 years)
1990: Commissioned artworks of HOLLAND AMERICA’s WINDSTAR ships and a nine foot artwork
for the lobby of the deluxe KRIZIA resort K CLUB (where Princess Di vacationed in 1996).
1990: One man art exhibition at the prestigious SURF CLUB in Miami Beach
1990: Elected President of the ANTIGUA ART SOCIETY. Served in that capacity until 1993
1991: One man exhibition at THE SHOOTING GALLERY in New York City
1991: Participated in a group exhibition at THE ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM in Toronto, Canada
1992: Exhibited in the MUSEUM OF MODERN ART in the Dominican Republic
1993: I was honoured by having paintings included in UNESCO’S CARIB ART exhibition which
started a 3 year world tour in 1994. Since then my paintings and fine art reproductions have hung in
hotels, banks, corporate and private collections around the world. They have been exhibited in
England, Antigua, St. Thomas, Puerto Rico, St. Martin, Haiti, Canada, the USA, Germany,
Switzerland, the Dominican Republic, Curacao, Anguilla, St. Kitts, Aruba, The Cayman Islands,
Bermuda, Holland and France.
1994: Exhibited for the second time in the MUSEUM OF MODERN ART in the Dominican Republic
1996: Returned to Hollywood to Direct two music videos for recording artist TOMA… BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS and WHEN YOU CALL.
1996: Exhibited for the third time in the MUSEUM OF MODERN ART in the Dominican Republic,
1997: Was awarded a Bronze medal for BEST OF BOTH WORLDS at the 29th Annual
WORLDFEST HOUSTON, FILM FESTIVAL (the world’s largest film and video festival with over 4300
entries from 38 countries)
1997: Launched our first website www.CineSecrets.com in 1997.
1998: www.CineSecrets.com was named by the BBC “Best of the Web - Special Effects” in 1998.
That evolved into thatYodaGuy.com, with over 40000 files online.
1998: Salvaging a sailboat “Pumpkin” from a tree after hurricane Georges with my sailing partner
Douglas Luery
1999: Pumpkin jointly won Antigua Sailing Week’s International Cruising Class Team Trophy.
2000: I was elected Commodore of the Jolly Harbour Yacht Club in Antigua
2004 represented the JHYC in St Maarten’s Heineken Regatta, winning Fun Class
2005: Established a new art gallery in St Maarten
2007: Moved to St. Maarten/St Martin and established some tourist apartments by the beach
2010: Whilst in the ICU unit of a hospital in Guadaloupe, I wrote my first book, Words & Pictures, a
record of my paintings and poetry, which was released as a private printing that July
2011: Opened The Yoda Guy Movie Exhibit, in St Martin, a non-profit foundation encouraging
youngsters to live exceptional lives
2012: Invited as an autograph guest at Lucasfilm’s Star Wars Celebration VII in Orlando. Since I
have done 3-4 conventions each year.
2012: TripAdvisor.com named the Yoda Guy Movie Exhibit the most popular individual activity in
country St Maarten for 6 years in a row
2015: Lucasfilm renamed one of the Mos Eisley Cantina characters “Demono DeoMaley” to honour
of my work on Star Wars and for my contribution to helping the Lucasfilm Archive with details about
the UK creature build for A New Hope
2015: Guest of honour at three Star Wars concerts with the Puerto Rico Symphony Orchestra which
was later named one of the top three cultural events in PR for 2015
2016: Invited by Lucasfilm to exhibit my (first version) fully functional animatronic Yoda puppet (built
in 2015/16 as a historical record of how the world’s first animatronic superstar was fabricated) at Star
Wars Celebration Europe at the Excel in London. As a result I was given access to various relics from
the Yoda we built in 1978 and am now fabricating a second version made from relics which will be
100% screen accurate.
2017: Published my second book THE DO OR DO NOT OUTLOOK. A little book of big ideas to keep
people focused while striving to achieve their dreams.
2017: Suffered the ravages of hurricane Irma, my 14th hurricane, but the most violent storm in the
history of the Atlantic with sustained winds of 185 mph. Picked myself up with no hardware stores or
supermarkets for 2 months and no available workmen to do repairs, I and one assistant
personally rebuilt the front of the museum entrance, sealed 4000 sq feet of roof, redecorated 2000
sq ft of shop and museum and finished restoring the exhibit 5 weeks before the first cruise ship
returned. You can’t control what life has in store for you. You are measured by how you deal with
adversity… picking up one piece of life’s garbage after another until you achieve renovation instead
of sitting around feeling sorry for yourself.
2018: Elected President of the Head of Town (Philipsburg) Business Community in St Maarten’s
primary duty free shopping district.
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3.My biggest achievement
My best work is in the movie LIFEFORCE. But if I could only have done one thing, it would have
to be the work I did on Yoda. Because that changed my life. It was a turning point from struggling
to achieve the goals I set myself to being in demand doing the most challenging British movies. I
think my greatest achievement has been to maintain my drive to achieve more and more each year,
whatever twists and turns life has thrown at me. People tell me I have a lot of talent, but my greatest
talent is persistence - with that you can achieve anything!
4.My advice to current KHS students is
This is hard because I have so many thoughts that need to be shared with students. In my day, the
school was a harsh and brutal place. There was no internet and TV was limited. So generally
perceived expectations for future life was limited. One day my metalwork teacher explained to me
that my hopes for the future were unrealistic, that I was not as smart as I thought I was and that I
was failing at school. He perceived that I would be unemployable if I did not focus on manual skills.
It is true that I kept failing English because I was marginally dyslexic when nobody recognized that. I
was just another kid from Council housing as far as he was concerned and now I realize I had a form
of what is now termed as Attention Deficit Disorder. I was driven by my own projects and interests.
BUT I CREDIT THAT TEACHER WITH MY SUCCESS, because he galvanized me to prove that he
was WRONG.
I am telling students that because I want them to understand this:
1. Wherever you are from, whatever colour or culture, whatever your current education level is,
whatever learning challenges you face… you can achieve your goals, and live an outstanding life,
if you keep trying and refuse to accept failure. YES, some things are hard and take a long time to
master. But the people who fail are not always the dumbest. They are the people who give up. And
when you give up on any subject, you are actually giving up on yourself.
2. It is normal to take your standards from the people around you. It is normal to want to fit in with
your friends. It is normal to to be influenced by friends and family influences and opinions. But never
forget that another word for “normal” is standard, average and ordinary. Ordinary people get killed in
video games! You can’t live an extraordinary life by being normal. You have to strive to be
extraordinary.
3. Never accept other people’s negative opinions of what you are capable of, otherwise you let
YOUR life be limited by THEIR lack of imagination.
4. Don’t be influenced by friends who think it’s cool to get through school by making the minimum of
effort. History will not remember you for all the things you couldn’t be bothered to do or all the
opportunities you let pass you by.
5. Many ambitions may be considered fanciful, as all of mine were. Most people accept the advice to
be “sensible” and stick to “practical expectations.” But if you don’t invest in your “impossible dreams”,
YOU are the one who guarantees that they won’t come true.
6. While others focus on the horizon, shoot higher. Aim for the stars and maybe you’ll at least make
it to the moon.
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5.My next goal
I have several. I am working intently on a version 2 Yoda puppet that will be 100% screen accurate
having been fabricated from direct reference to original relics. I am working on my first novel with my
wife Gloria and writing music with a band in Idaho via the internet. Life is a journey and the journey
is actually more enlightening than the destination. I have another 30 years of ambitions to achieve.
Maybe I will slow down a little when I hit 100.

KEY DATES
29 October 2018 				

Term starts

6 November 2018				
21 November 2018				
22 November 2018				
23 November 2018				
26 November 2018				

Year 7 Settling In Evening
Sixth Form Open Door
Excel Day
Staff Training Day
Staff Training Day

6 December 2018				
11 December 2018 				
13 December 2018				
20 December 2018				
21 December 2018				

GCSE Drama Evening
Year 13 Parents Evening
Winter Concert
Sixth Form Cabaret
Last Day of Term
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